Change Made Easy
RhyBus is a change management and workflow automation
platform. We help make your organization efficient by rethinking your business process, improving employee
collaboration, and making activities transparent and
compliant.
SOLUTION AREAS
•

Workflow Automation & Efficiency

•

Machine Learning & Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

•

Change Management & Transformation

•

System Integration and Optimization

•

Compliance & Audit

•

Remote Access, Work from anywhere

•

Executive Dashboards

V A L U E AT- A - G L A N C E
Affordable workflow automation
customized to your process and
policies.
Built with technology you may
already own.

RhyBus focuses on improving
processes for companies
in any industry
We believe in customer empathy, and deeply

Highly intuitive, thus no costly
training.

understand our customers’ business challenges to

No dedicated admin needed.

’Workflow as a Service’ with robotic process

deliver innovation. Our integrated solutions are a true
automation (RPA) capabilities that streamline
processes end-to-end.

Our solutions allow you to become

Dashboard metrics and machine learning (ML) bots

efficient, informed, compliant, and
ready to enable your remote
resources.

are an integral part of each solution. At RhyBus,

solutions are entirely custom. Our core principles
include: prioritizing customer outcomes first;
assigning functional empathy to the product so
every feature has a purpose, all optimized around
controlled total cost of ownership. Reduced TCO is
costs, or heavy administration commitments.

everything we do is focused on customer success and
outstanding total cost of ownership (TCO) as we
simplify large-scale, complex processes on schedule.

Air Force Financial
Management Case
Study

Enabling flexible platform options
KEY FEATURES
 Robotic process automation,
reducing data entry errors
 Auto-validation and verification
 Integrated knowledge
management
 In-place collaboration
 Two-click productivity model
 Role-based process control
 Process approval & status
 Automatic alerts & notifications
 Dashboard, metrics, & KPIs
 Bot data integration
 Integration with Power BI

Unlike other product-centered companies, our

achieved without bloated consulting fees, licensing

Base functional product delivered
in 3-6 months.

Available for direct buy on
BuyBoard, NASA SEWP.

Offering a unique principles &
capabilities

The Air Force was experiencing financial oversight in

Familiar workflows are translated into familiar

its management programs of civilian pay, military

platforms like Azure and AWS, reducing your need for

pay, travel pay, banking, and various other business

training and dedicated administrative resources.

functions. The agency also lacked efficient

Because you may already own licenses to these

collaboration and communication with the 77 base-

platforms, the solutions are less expensive to deploy

level financial services offices.

and will expand as you grow. RhyBus has no per-user
license charges so you can grow and scale.

RhyBus helped the Air Force to streamline and
increase financial management support for the agency
and the base-level financial service offices. The CSP
created many features and transparency between
entities through the life cycle, documentation upload,
archival, and discussion functionalities.

Contact your RhyBus representative.

info@aetosllc.com / www.aetosllc.com/products.html

U NI Q U E M E T H O D O L O GI E S
 Needs Assessment
 Functional Empathy
& Discovery
 Agile Development
 Custom App Development
 CSAT Multi-Step Measures
 Enhancements Roadmap

Solving the rhythm of business (ROB) challenge
Before automating your ROB, your process must be matured. Part of our approach is to help you advance your
processes, so you not only automate repetitive tasks but enable seamless collaboration between teams while validating
entries, so errors are caught before they enter the system. RhyBus also solves for knowledge transfer within a ROB, by
capturing actions step-by-step in a personalized Knowledge Base that stores insight over time, so nothing is lost when an
organization changes.
DIGITAL OFFICE

WORKFLOW AS A SERVICE

 Collaborate across distant teams

 Track processes end-to-end

OUR 3-STEP PROCESS

 Integrate content, eForms and
policy standards

 Verify data and redact for privacy

 IMPLEMENT: Deployments are
typically launched within 3-6
months.
 MATURE & STABILIZE: After
launch, there is continued
refinement around your
feedback.
 EXPAND: We’ll develop a
roadmap together, so you’ll
always have a growth plan.

 Engage continuously with your
Knowledgebase
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
 Apply governance, policy standards

 Develop user and role-based
process flows

 Regulatory procedures w/validation

 Architect future process
model, functionally

 Compliance reports and metrics

DASHBOARDS

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
 Articulate process innovation

 Track key performance indicators

 Add institutionalized knowledge

 Integrate process data & metrics
 Spot trends with key indicators

 Digitally transform organizations

CLASSIFICATIONS
SDVOSB CVE Certified
MBE/DBE Certified
HUB certified
DIR & Buy Board Vendor
Small Business Classification
Top Secret Facility Clearance
DUNS# 117052424
CAGE Code: 8BJK8
NAICS Code: Primary – 541511,
Others – 541512, 541513,
541519, 518210, 541990,541430

AUDIT & COMPLIANCE

 Review current as-is model

C R E D E N T I AL S &











 Get timely alerts and notifications

 Facilitate better decisions

BUSINESS SUMMARY & REFERENCES

TESTIMONIALS

RhyBus’ capabilities and business focus stem from deep

appreciated most about the approach is the time they

technical foundation with Microsoft technologies. Founded

take to completely understand the process prior to any

in 2006, by Microsoft Alumni, the company is well known

technical solution being developed and not focus on just

within the US Army Medical Command, Air Force Central

the technical solution. Because of this approach, the

Command, the US Department of Education, the

product we received is better than I envisioned when we

Department of Interior, and World Bank. Our staff and

started this project.

“The process has exceeded my expectations. What I

management team brings over 50 years’ experience and
subject matter expertise in Workflow, Financial
Management Systems, and Customer Service.

“The most important part of any project is thinking
through the process. If they had simply given me what I
originally requested, without taking the time to discuss
all aspects of the process, we would not have the quality

RhyBus has successfully been adopted by 140+

product that was delivered.”

companies and organizations worldwide in an array of
organizations including:

The team worked determinedly to modify the product
quickly. Often, we would provide feedback in the
afternoon and by the next day or two, all adjustments
we requested had been made. I have enjoyed working
with this company to develop automated solutions for
my organization. They worked hard to ensure we were
completely satisfied.” -Dept of Defense Customer



Schedule your demo or
request a storyboard at
www.aetosllc.com

